CTS Demolition Cart by MK Diamond Products

MK Diamond Products introduces the new CTS Demolition Cart which is engineered to hold demolition hammers manufactured by Bosch or Hitachi. Its ergonomic design provides the operator with an easier and safer way to demo and prep floors. It offers five blade angles, 20 degrees to 45 degrees with a locking pin at 5-degree increments, for maximum efficiency. It offers high performance to flatten, smooth and clean concrete floor surfaces and removal of ceramic tiles, vinyl, sheet vinyl, adhesives and coating from concrete surfaces. It provides enhanced handling with a two-position handlebar that offers better leverage and control. The vibration isolated, ergonomically designed T-grip handlebar reduces operation fatigue. Safety features include an integrated cord set and a power “deadman” safety lever. Compact transportation and storage are easy with the folding handlebars.

“We are always looking for ways to improve productivity for our customers and most importantly ergonomic relief for workers. When using tools for long periods of time it is important to have upright posture to relieve back pain and reduce harmful vibrations. For the upper body,” states Brian Delahaut, Vice-President of MK Diamond Products.